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Calendar of Events
AUG 30, 2015: WCBC Fall Bird Fair & WCBC Meeting (after the
Fair) ~ 9am - 2pm ~ Riverwalk Hotel Downtown Neenah, 123 E. Wisconsin Ave. Neenah WI ~ $2 admission, age 12 & under are free ~ For
vendor space or more info, call (920) 428-4595
OCT 18, 2015: Greater Racine Avicultural Society Fall Bird Fair ~
10am to 2pm ~ Caledonia Mount Pleasant Community Park ~ 9614
Hwy K (Northwestern Ave.) ~ Franksville WI ~ Donation $3.00 ~ for
age 12 and under, admission is Free ~ For info and table space,
call (262) 308-2642
NOV 1, 2015: Green Bay Bird Fair ~ 10am to 2pm ~ Green Bay Eagles
Club ~ 1035 Vanderbraak St. ~ Green Bay WI ~ $2.00 admission ~ for
age 12 and under, admission is Free ~ For info and table space,
call (262) 308-2642

FROM THE EDITOR:
If there is an upcoming event that you
would like to have included in the calendar,
please get the info to me as early as
possible.
Thanks! Brad
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Member submissions are always welcomed!
Please send your stories, articles, pictures, etcetera to the editor.
Thanks! Brad
Feather Facts is a bi-monthly publication of the
Wisconsin Cage Bird Club for its members.
Issues are published in the even months of the
year. The WCBC reserves the right to reject
any material deemed inappropriate for this
publication. The editor reserves the right to
abbreviate or edit articles as necessary to fit
the available space. All contents published in
Feather Facts and the Membership/Breeder List
are solely for the use of the members of the
WCBC. Commercial use or distribution without written permission is prohibited.
DEADLINES: All articles, classified ads, and business card
ads must be received by the editor no later than the 1st of the
month of publication.
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ADVERTISING RATES: Business Card Ads: Club member: $10/yr Non-Members: $20/yr. Classified Ads: Club
members: 21 words free: 5 cents per word after 21 with a minimum of $1.00. Non-members: 5 cents per word with a minimum of $1.00. All ads must be paid in full before publication.
All prices are per issue. Ads not paid for will not be run. There
are no refunds. Ads will run for at least 2 issues.
MEMBERSHIP RATES:
$15/year for members receiving their newsletter electronically
$20/year for members receiving a mailed, paper copy
Per Individual or Household. Due by the 1st of the month in
which you joined.
WISCONSIN CAGE BIRD CLUB is affiliated with The
American Budgerigar Society.

“An In-Depth Look at Avian
Aggression—Part I”
June 2015
Of all the unpredictable behaviors to be found
in captive psittacines, perhaps none is as potentially destructive to a trusting bird/human relationship
as avian aggression. Those keepers who have experienced a pet or breeder bird “friend” abruptly turning on them will know exactly what I am talking
about. A combination of
confused feelings follows
such an aggressive incident: dejection, insult, hurt
pride, fear, anger, guilt at
having unwittingly caused
an assault, and hopefully of
course, compassion for the
parrot’s point of view.
In the worst-case scenario, aggressive changes in a
hookbill’s behavior towards
its owner can signal the beginning of the end for the
formerly stable relationship. Witness the many
psittacines placed into
adoption, rehabilitation,
and re-homing situations
because they have been
deemed “too aggressive” to
continue living with their
former contented family.
This is a shame. For captive avian aggression,
like other parrot behaviors such as excessive noisemaking, in-home mess making/destructiveness,
and feather self-mutilation, can be alleviated and
coped with by any imaginative owner who resolves
to put forward a modicum of patience and effort.
Think of dog and cat pets, for a moment. Dogs
may make lots of noise, defecate inside the house,
beg or paw for attentions, chew up shoes, shed incessantly, even try to nip strangers they do not
trust. Yet tens of thousands of such pets live in hu3

man homes for a decade or more. Cats can make
one itchy and allergic, bring dirty dead animals into the living room, scratch and claw up the new upholstery or woodwork, refuse to obey, turn up their
noses at petting or wholesome foods, even sinisterly
rob the backyard feeder of baby young birds. Still
there are millions of cats in long term stable homes
in this country and abroad.
What is it with parrots anyway?
Do keepers of pet birds sometimes have less laxness or forbearance with bad behavior in their avian pets? Are the expectations of new pet psittacine
owners simply way too high, so that when a bird
gets a little stubborn or assertive, it turns out to be
a problem the owner never even anticipated? After
all, most handfed hookbills
are like the little girl with
the curl: “When they are
good they are very, very
good; but when they are
bad, they can be deplorable…”
Yep, there are some real
Jekyll and Hyde’s out here!
The point I am making
is that avian aggression is
in so many ways just like
other aggressions—human
included. It is an integral
part of the creatures in
question and the environment in which they find
themselves deposited. Much
of it is thoroughly normal…
like a pent-up, exasperated,
feeling tired, wrong-side-ofthe-bed, bad feather day, if
you will. And as such, it is
highly predictable, therefore treatable.
April and I deal with amazon parrots on a daily
basis. At present we provide care for ten Yellow
Fronted Amazons, ages fifty-something to less than
two years. (We also keep the odd conure, minimacaw or such that thinks it is an amazon, but
that is another tale!) There are times when the
terms “parrot aggressiveness” and “amazon parrot”
seem synonymous. Many of the adult birds in this
unique genus may show streaks of rebelliousness or
macho. Especially the males. The key for me in
dealing with my strong-willed O. ochrocephala sub-

jects is to remember that most of the behavior I am
viewing in the flock is perfectly natural. Each flock
member is different in personality makeup, with
variable likes and dislikes. Each has an agenda
known only to him or her. Once I observe closely, I
can begin to see what “sets the bird off” so to speak,
and avoid these instigators.

nestbox days more than a decade ago. So much of
the adult parrot personality emerges gradually.
Like in humans, genetic programming may be a
major determining factor.

Six years and sundry unprovoked flying/biting
attacks later, I have resolved myself to the fact that
Killer will never consent to be my trusted friend
with the living arrangements as they are now. So I
keep a “scary glove” at the door to his and Tia’s
walk-in aviary for my own protection when I go in
to feed and water. I put on the glove, and I wear a
hat and carefully watch behind me with direct eye
contact when venturing in to weed, prune, rake and
garden. If possible I take April along for added help
and calm diversion. Killer has not launched an attack at me since I became so very cautious.

sion scale as high as 10 or as low as two or three.
Some threaten and strut and squawk to get their
way but avoid direct contact. Some will not tolerate
a male human around their cage, but do not mind
at all women visitors. There are those that could
care less about any adult parrot—but will get all
fired up when a young fledgling hen arrives on the
scene. One or two have food anxieties from their
former days so that they will show aggression
around any goodie dish—even towards their hen.
Like a feral dog eating, is that behavior.

Amongst hens there are young small and feisty
individuals who get into things and tempt the elder
birds, then fly off when challenged. There are extra
-large females which use their bulk to get prime
There is a yellow front in my flock which I
named “Yoga”, but who subsequently was given the position at the food dish, but basically are all bluff
when it comes to standing
humorous nickname “Killer”
up for their territory. There
by April. Oh, she gets along
are shy, introverted girls
with him fine! He is the prothat stay away from turtective mate of my long time
moil, depend heavily on the
pet “Tia” who is a third genmachismo of their
eration yellowfront kept
“husbands” to secure them a
here at The Perfect Parrot.
place in the flock pecking
When Killer arrived, it took
order. There are wild-caught
him about two months to
hens with assertiveness posbegin to detest me, regardturing and “watch out!” voless of the treats I handed
calizations straight from the
him and the soft words I exjungles. There are even
pounded. Tia and I were
birds that outdo their male
close, sharing occasional
mates when it comes to defense of perch spot or
“skritches” and endearments, and he knew it.
Therefore I was destined to become an “enemy
status.
male.”
Various cock amazons can range on the aggres-

This illustrates my number one rule when dealing with avian aggression: Above all, avoid being
victimized. Do not give an aggressive parrot a
chance to bite you. Do not give it the opportunity to
launch a contact. The more one can avoid such incidents, the better the opportunity to change the patterns in any keeper-bird relationship.

And of course there are those amazons, males
and females both, who when spring arrives, step up
their aggressive tendencies because of breeding
season hormones. Hopefully, most amazon owners
have learned to spot the signs and adjust their
green pet bird relationships accordingly.
Aloha, EB

(Next month we continue this discussion with examples of agMaintaining a good-sized flock of one species of gressive pet
psittacine allows us to make comparisons of certain parrots, and
bird behavior traits in specific birds. This can be a how to deal
fascinating aggression study when the keeper has
with them.)
known many of the parrots from their beginning
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“An In-Depth Look at Avian
Aggression—Part II”
July 2015

catch a portion of a PBS special on reptiles. An expert handler/educationist began demonstrating a certain aggressive behavior between two male iguanas. When brought
into close visual proximity, the two lizards became extremely agitated and wished to get out of cage or through
the glass partition to attack each
other. The teacher explained
that once captive-born male
iguanas are allowed to see and
experience another male iguana,
they have a tendency to reserve
all their aggressive behaviors for
these other males—and not turn
dangerously on humans. However, the captive-raised
males who are brought up without such knowledge of other males, can be sudden and unpredictable in aggression
towards human handlers.

In a multi-bird flock, much of the pecking order is in
constant flux. Parrots that find they can get away with
something around an older or bigger group member, will
either push the envelope to achieve their ends, or perhaps
sneak around and use quickness and energy to win out
over a more-stodgy flock-mate. The ones who give way
constantly and offer an impression of being “wimpy” may
eventually become lower pecking order subjects than even
It struck me that some of our captive-raised psittacines
some of the young hens. The whole
may
have patterns in common with their iguana brethren.
flock is observant of what goes on
So much of the “expected” pet bird good behavior is in fact
daily with each individual.
a bottling up of wild instinctive emotions and actions. The
Pushy psittacines may be either
captive-raised white cockatoos, those standouts in both
born or created. Sometimes a fledggentleness and sudden violence, are a case in point. Most
ling is inordinately stubborn or has
are brought up and housed in situations where their athbullying tendencies amongst his siblings—size being one
letic prowess is seldom extended or worked out. Many are
early determiner, along with agility and penchant for ennever even allowed to fly…or scream…or destroy objects
gaging in rough play.
to their hearts’ content. In the wilds these same species,
In a natural group situation, elder birds, stronger birds, especially the cocks, are magnificent physical specimens—
more aggressive birds keep youngsters from stepping out active, vocal, and pushy. Excepting perhaps the large rapof line. Those captive-raised parrots that are never taught tors, cockatoos can be kings in their avian realm.
by adult relatives or siblings high up the pecking order
As living room pets, we note in them the same powerabout withholding full beak strength during play, may end
ful physiques, the same self-sustaining “ego” if you will.
up using their beaks aggressively more than is routine in a
Unfortunately, the natural “ventings” given these birds in
stable flock. This may continue until the bird is “taken
our living rooms and breeder cages are saddown a notch” by another authoritative perly limited. The more they “push”, the more
sonality.
some keepers run for the help of a training
It is our experience, that human keepers
or behavioral expert—or begin contemplathave a harder time accomplishing this “gentle
ing passing the cockatoo on to a new home.
mouth” training than does a dominant parrot
But truly, is it any wonder such avian creain the flock. We as trainers, can succeed in
tures burst out in unexpected aggression
our “no, don’t bite” style teaching , but it can
when captive life becomes unbearable?
take months; whereas a flock senior member
The “pushy” parrot may well be doing
may need only give a sharp reprisal lesson
just what a caged hookbill is supposed to be
once for it to be comprehended.
doing: reacting to the constant stressful
A while ago, I was fortunate enough to
dominance it feels from the humans and the
Attention: current “paper” members:
Would you like to get your newsletter faster? “Go green” and receive your newsletter by email. Just email the
editor at wcbc.editor@gmail.com. You’ll save $5.00 on your annual membership fee at renewal time and help
save the planet at the same time!
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life around it.
What emotions do you think you would begin to exhibit, were you to be cooped up, under-exercised, carried
about, and commanded day-in-day-out for years? I know
what I would feel. The key is:
what sensation inside me—just as
in a large parrot—makes me react
this way?

their mate provides what they need.
Curious, to say the least…

Then add to this the fact that so few of the true species
vocalizations in our birds are passed on to the average
handfed psittacine raised in captivity these days, and we
end up with a prime recipe for a dysfunctional bird that
feels aggressive, but has few instinctive communication
skills. Many of these birds will resort to biting and atIt is no secret in the avicultur- tack…
al world that former hand-raised
Conclusions: Jealousy, stress, anger, unnatural environand strongly human imprinted
ment, over-rich diet, sexual needs, lack of heavy aerobic
parrots are often the most fearless activity, monotony of routine, sleep deprivation, are just a
(and dangerous) around keepers few of the “triggers” that can lead to a pushy parrot headat a breeding facility. Military
ing down the road to further aggression.
Macaws, for example. HawkheadMoreover, genetic makeup can have a significant beared Parrots, Chattering Lories,
ing
on a psittacine. Parrots are quite individualistic—just
Double Yellow Headed Amazons,
like
people—and each has its own strong inclinations, be
Maroon Bellied Conures, King Parrots; these are just a
they good or bad. It can be every bit as destructive to
few. Having dealt with many aggressive breeding birds
pressure a dominant parrot personality into being forever
over the years (and since I am working within facilities
docile, as it is to force a recluconstructed of walk-in flights where humans must enter
sive, passive companion pet
the parrots’ space for maintenance!), I have experienced
much first-hand contact with this type of psittacine behav- into a role of “gregarious peoior. It seems to me that belligerent attitude in captive par- ple bird.” But I guess that
rots results from a lack of respect. For some unfathomable would come under the title
“Pushy Human”, now wouldreason, the closer to humans a hookbill becomes during
the handfeeding and impressing process, the more aggres- n’t it?
sive it may turn out to be, once it has broken its “baby
bond” and become emotionally independent.
Don’t get me wrong. Some
breeder birds which were former
handfeds, may never reach such a
point. I have affectionate pairs
that have produced chicks for a
decade or more. But a variety of
those who do get aggressive seem
to have this intense need to “put
humans in their place” so to speak
by aggressive display or attack. It
is almost as if they carry a resentment against those who handfed
and raised them now that the attachment has worn off and
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I guess what I am saying is
we all might learn something
if we stepped back just a little
and admitted that a vast number of birds in the family Psittacidae by nature are
willful and somewhat pushy.
So are some horses, dogs, monkeys, and jaguars. Cutting
such parrots a bit more slack and allowing them to be
themselves instead of persisting in trying to “cure” the
supposed problem, just might take us a long way down the
road to understanding avian aggressions.
With aloha, EB
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FIVE METHODS FOR CONVERTING YOUR BIRD TO A
HEALTHIER DIET
For years, companion birds have been fed a diet comprised primarily of seeds. However, research shows a diet with a high percentage
of seeds – particularly sunflower seeds, does not provide even the
minimum nutrient levels your bird requires. A diet with excessive
seeds can also be deficient in calcium and have excess levels of fat
that may also lead to obesity and other nutritionally related diseases. Avian nutritionists recommend a diet like ZuPreem® which includes pellets fortified with the essential vitamins and minerals your
bird needs every day. If your bird currently eats a high seed diet,
you may want to consider switching to a diet that ensures the proper consumption of nutrients and promotes a healthier and longer
life for your bird.
Which method is best for you and your bird?
There are many methods for converting your bird to a new diet, and
your avian veterinarian can help you decide which method may
work best for you and your bird.
1. Interval feeding
For 20-30 minutes three times a day, offer 50% of his original diet
along with 50% new diet in the same bowl. The bowl should only be
¼ full using this method. Remove all uneaten food from the cage
after each feeding and check to see how much of the old and the
new diet the bird is eating. If the bird is eating some of the new diet,
reduce the amount of old diet and increase the amount of the new
diet at each feeding until you are feeding only the new diet. This
method assures your bird will not starve, but should still be hungry
enough to begin experimenting with the new food. This process
may take several days or several weeks, depending on your bird.
2.Ten-day gradual method
Over a 10-day period, fill the food dish ¼ full several times a day
maintaining the following proportions of the old and the new diet.
Day

Old Diet

New Diet

Day 1

90%

10%

Day 2

80%

20%

Day 3

70%

30%

Day 4

60%

40%

Day 5

50%

50%

Day 6

40%

60%

Day 7

30%

70%

Day 8

20%

80%

Day 9

10%

90%

Day 10

0%

100%

3. Remove old diet until later in the day
Starting at bedtime, remove all his old diet. In the morning, put
fresh portions of the new diet in the cup. Leave the new diet in the
cage until mid- to late afternoon. Then feed the bird’s previous diet
for the rest of the day. Repeat this process for several days or until
the bird is consuming the new diet. Then offer only the new diet at
all feedings.
4. Back and forth method
Starting at night, remove all food from the cage. In the morning, put
the new diet in the food cup. Let the bird experiment with the new
food, perhaps sampling one or two nuggets. Then after an hour,
remove the nuggets and feed the old diet. Repeat the process
throughout the day—new food for an hour, then the old diet. During
the next 4-5 days, repeat the process but lengthen the time the new
diet is in the cage, before offering the old diet. During the following
week, keep extending the time the new diet is in the food cup, until
you eliminate the old diet altogether.
5. Total new diet
In the wild, birds often do not have options. They eat seeds one
season, fruits the next, consuming what is available. Many authorities believe that some birds are able to make an abrupt transition
because they recognize the new unfamiliar shapes as food and
adapt relatively easily. Great care should be taken to confirm that
your bird is eating enough of the new diet to maintain weight.
6. Food cup placement
Many avian experts recommend placing the new diet in the highest
food cup in the cage because birds will generally eat from this location first. Place the new food in this cup and watch his behavior to
see if he is interested in the new food.
If you need additional help or want more conversion tips call 1-800345-4767 to talk to a ZuPreem Customer Care representative.

Dr. Christine Barber has kindly agreed to answer any questions any
members might have about their feathered friends. Dr. Barber is a Veterinarian at the Animal Medical Center in Appleton, WI.
Questions concerning your birds?
Please send them to wcbc.editor@gmail.com
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Ads & Business Cards

Now available on Kindle and Amazon.com
A true and humorous tale of two bird lovers that started with a few beloved
pet parrots and escalated into a full time breeding program driven be the addiction called Birdaholism.
For a full color picture preview:
Like us on Facebook @ “Confessions of a Birdaholic”
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Next Meeting
Our next meeting will
take place at the WCBC
Bird Fair at the
“Riverwalk Hotel”
(formerly Holiday Inn
Neenah Riverwalk)
in
Neenah

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
Send completed form to: WCBC Treasurer, 1856 Jefferson Street, Oshkosh WI 54901-2316
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

NAME(S)____________________________________________________________________________________DATE___________________

ADDRESS____________________________________________CITY_______________________________STATE_____ZIP_____________

EMAIL____________________________________________________________________PHONE____________________________________
CHECK ALL THAT APPLY

____NEW MEMBERSHIP

____ELECTRONIC MEMBERSHIP $15

____RENEWAL

____PAPER MEMBERSHIP $20

TOTAL REMITTED $___________
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____BUSINESS CARD AD $10

